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Chapter 3: Observations on Modules

The ACES has automated the major processes in the following modules:

1. Access Control of Users (ACL): This module is mainly operated by the
Commissionerate Admn. For providing access to the departmental
users.

2. Registration (REG): Registration of assessees through online mode.

3. Returns (RET): Electronic filing of Returns.

4. Refund (REF): Electronic filing of Refund Claims and their processing.

5. Provisional Assessment (PRA): Electronic filing of request for
provisional assessment and its processing by the departmental
officers.

6. Dispute Settlement Resolution (DSR): Show Cause Notices, Personal
Hearing Memos, Adjudication Orders, Appellate and related
processes.

7. Audit Module (AUD): This module caters to the internal audit
functioning of the department.

8. Report module (REP): For generating reports.

9. Export Module (EXP): For processing export related documents

10. Claims Letters and intimations (CLI): Electronic filing of claims,
intimations and permissions by assessees and their processing by the
departmental officers.

The observations relating to individual modules are discussed in the following
paragraphs:

3.1 Access Control Logic

Departmental users access ACES application through a unique user ID namely
SSOID issued by the DG (Systems). This SSOID remains the same in respect of
each officer throughout his career in the department. Commissionerate
Admn. (Com. Admn.) of each Commissionerate is created by Headquarters
Admn. in DG Systems. The ACL Module is mainly operated by the Com.
Admn., who activates departmental users and assigns responsibilities and
jurisdiction centrally in ACES through ACL Module. Actual task of providing
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SSOID is handled by System Integrator (SI)5 who is required to raise a change
request and approve change for mapping SSOIDs with roles in case of
transfers outside current Commissionerate/promotions/ new appointment.

The ACL module provides interfacing of actual work force of the department
with system roles and plays a crucial role in manning the tasks to be
accomplished by departmental users in the ACES. Working of this module
was examined in the selected CDRs and DG (System) to ascertain status of
activation and assignment of role/activity to the departmental users (SSOID).
During examination, following design bottlenecks were observed:

3.1.1 Activation of SSOIDs

To know the time taken in activation at the time of joining the department,
we requested the selected CDRs to supply the details regarding time taken in
activation of SSOIDs. The following observations have been made on the
basis of reply:

No time frame has been fixed by the Board for activating and mapping the
SSOID to the new/existing departmental user. The information on activation
of SSOIDs was supplied by six Commissionerates6 and we observed that out
of these, four Commissionerates took time ranging between 7 to 935 days in
activation of SSOIDs and assigning role/activity to the departmental users.

Twelve7 Commissionerates stated (between September 2014 and March
2015) that the same can not be generated/retrieved from ACES. Remaining
22 Commissionerates either provided incomplete information or did not
furnish the data at all.

The reply of these Commissionerates is not acceptable since the above six
Commissionerates provided the same information.

When we pointed this out (August 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that when an officer is transferred from one Commissionerate to another,
the change in mapping is done by the SI team on the request of the
concerned Com. Admn. in the prescribed template. Further it stated that the
delay is not due to any deficiency in the System related processes, but mostly
due to the fact that the Com. Admn. send requests for the mapping of the
officers based on functional requirement, which again depends on the
charges allocated to the officer within the Commissionerate. The reply of the
Ministry is silent on non fetching of this information in ACES by the above 12
Commissionerates.

5 M/s. Tata Consultancy Services acts as System Integrator for ACL module.
6 Bhubaneswar II, Coimbatore, Kolkata I, Puducherry, Ranchi and Vadadora II
7 Ahmedabad (ST), Allahabad, Delhi (LTU), Delhi II (CX), Hyderabad II, Hyderabad IV,

Indore, Jaipur I, Kanpur, Patna, Raipur and Visakhapatnam I
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Audit opines that the individual cases of delays pointed out by audit need to
be examined. Moreover, non submission of data/furnishing of incomplete
information by 33 commissionerates also needs examination to assess delays
occurred, if any, in those Commissionerates.

3.1.2 Deactivation of SSOIDs

To know the time taken in deactivation of the SSOIDs due to Retirement,
Transfer, Suspension, Dismissal by the Commissionerates, we requested the
selected CDRs to supply the details regarding time taken in deactivation of
SSOIDs. The following observations have been made on the basis of reply:

The information on deactivation of SSOIDs was supplied by three
Commissionerates8. Out of these three, in two Commissionerates we
observed that in 30 per cent of cases they took more than two days for
deactivation of SSOIDs due to retirement, transfer, suspension, dismissal with
maximum delay of 92 days in one case. The misuse of the SSOIDs after the
retirement, transfer, suspension and dismissal cannot be ruled out.

Sixteen Commissionerates9 stated (between September 2014 and March
2015) that this information can not be generated/retrieved from ACES.
Remaining 21 Commissionerates either provided the information partially or
did not furnish any data.

The reply of these Commissionerates is not acceptable since the above three
Commissionerates provided the same information.

When we pointed this out (October 2014), the Ministry stated (October
2015) that based on the date of birth/date of retirement, the officer is
automatically de activated from the system on his/her retirement. Further, it
stated that in the case of the officers suspended/dismissed from service, the
mapping of the officers will continue with the respective Commissionerate,
but the Com. Admn. will deactivate the role initially assigned to the officer,
and the officer cannot view/process any documents. The reply of the
Ministry is silent on non fetching of the information in ACES by the above 16
Commissionerates. Non submission of data/furnishing of incomplete
information by 37 commissionerates needs examination to assess if any
delays occurred in those Commissionerates.

8 Bhubneshwar II, Guwahati and Kolkata I
9 Allahabad, Chandigarh I, Chennai I (ST), Delhi II (CX), Delhi (LTU), Hyderabad II,

Hyderabad IV, Indore, Jaipur I, Kanpur, Cochin, Ludhiana, Patna, Puducherry, Rohtak and
Visakhapatnam I
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3.1.3 Assignment of role/activity

We enquired from the selected CDRs about staff having SSOIDs posted in the
various field formations and mapped to roles in ACES. In response to our
query, five Commissionerates10 replied (between September 2014 and March
2015) that there is no provision for generation of year wise details of
assignment of role/activity to all the entitled officers having SSOIDs. Thirteen
Commissionerates11 intimated (between September 2014 and March 2015)
that staff having SSOIDs posted in the various field formations are mapped to
roles in ACES, wherever warranted. Remaining 22 Commissionerates either
provided incomplete information or did not provide any information.

When we pointed this out (August 2014), the Ministry stated (November
2015) that all the SSOIDs were mapped to the jurisdiction and actual mapping
of role is a need based activity decided at the field level.

In absence of information, about mapping at field level, Audit was unable to
comment whether the role/activity was assigned and mapped to all the
entitled officers.

3.1.4 Conclusion

In the light of above observations, it can be concluded that ACL module
needs fine tuning to avoid delays in activation and deactivation. Moreover, it
leaves this crucial area of operation in the control of external agency i.e.
System Integrator.

3.2 Registration (REG)

The Applicant can log on to the system through internet and get himself
registered with the system by furnishing a self chosen user ID and e mail ID.
The system will then generate a password and send it to him by e mail. The
user then has to re log in and proceed with the statutory registration with
the department by filling in required forms. The registration in ACES is not a
statutory registration but only a registration with the System according to the
department. Registration can be done for new assessee, existing assessee,
LTU assessee and non assessee12 through Registration Module.

After application of registration is filed by the applicant through ACES, the
system would instantaneously generate a Registration Certification (RC)

10 Delhi II (CX), Delhi (LTU), Hyderabad II, Hyderabad IV and Jaipur I
11 Allahabad, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar II, Chennai (LTU), Coimbatore, Guwahati, Indore,

Kolkata I, Kanpur, Patna, Puducherry, Ranchi and Visakhapatnam I
12 Person other than registered assessees such as Merchant Exporters, persons who wish to

file refund claims, co noticees in department processing, persons who are required to
tender any payment to the department can get themselves registered as non assessees.
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number after which the Registration request goes to AC/DC. AC/DC generates
the RC and a message to this effect is sent to the assessee electronically.
Depending on the option chosen by the assessee, the RC can be sent by mail
or can be collected in person. The AC/DC then assigns it to the Range Officer
(RO) for physical verification (PV) of the unit. The RO submits the PV Report
by confirming the registration or re issuing the certificate based on
amendment or revoking the certificate.

3.2.1 Issue of Registration Certification

Trends of applications received and RC issued were analysed since inception
of ACES. It was observed that 14,28,917 applications were made online and
11,15,156 RC were issued consisting both CX and ST till June 2014.

Chart 3

Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

The gap in applications filed and RC issued over the years points towards
delay in issue of RCs and lack of monitoring to watch disposal of applications
filed online. Hence department may identify and act on reasons for delay in
issue of RCs in REG module.

Ministry in its reply (October 2015) stated that to simplify the procedure and
improve ‘ease of doing business’, a ‘Two Day Registration’ procedure has
been introduced (March 2015) in respect of both CX and ST assesses and PV
made a post registration process.

3.2.2 Time limit for issuance of registration

As per notification dated 26 June 2001 and 13 December 2011, RC containing
registration number shall be granted within seven days of the receipt of the
completed application for CX and ST respectively.
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The following table depicts the performance of ACES module as regards to
registration:

Table No.1

No. of Applications
for Registration

Filed

No. of
RCs

Issued

Maximum no.
of days taken
to issue RC

Average No of
Days taken to

Issue RC
CX 1,33,317 1,26,475 1,587 15
ST 12,73,762 9,81,991 1,466 14

All India
Data

Total 14,07,079 11,08,466
CX 49,406 46,789 1,587 17
ST 7,32,262 5,56,305 1,466 18

Data of
Selected
CDRs Total 7,81,668 6,03,094

Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

It was observed that the CDRs took an average of 15 and 14 days to a
maximum of 1587 and 1466 days in CX and ST respectively for the issuance of
RC. Further analysis of the extracted data of selected Commissionerates
from the above data revealed that the division/ranges took an average of 17
and 18 days to a maximum of 1587 and 1466 days in CX and ST respectively
to issue RCs against the prescribed time limit of seven days.

Though the applications for registration were received through ACES, there
are inordinate delays in issue of RCs. Audit is also of the opinion that in
certain tender processes mainly in Government supply, as the RC is one of
essential documents, such delays needs to be examined.

The issue was brought to the notice of the Ministry in December 2014 and
the reply is still awaited (October 2015).

Recommendation No.3

In view of Ministry’s commitment to grant registration in two days to
overcome delay in issue of Registration certificates, prompt completion of
Physical Verification must be ensured.

3.3 Return (RET)

Every assessee shall electronically file CX and ST returns by choosing one of
the two facilities offered by the department:

(a) file it online, or

(b) download the off line return utilities, which can be filled in leisurely
and uploaded to the system through the internet, or

After uploading, the off line return is subject to in built validations of ACES
and then ACES reflects the status of the return filed. The rejected return
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shall be resubmitted after making suitable corrections. All the returns would
be digitized and stored in the system. The software would then check it for
the correctness of the information such as registration number (this
validation is only for the returns which are filed through off line utility),
classification, notification, rate of duty, challans used for duty payment etc.
Any discrepancy that has not been resolved by the system would be sent to
the RO’s screen for RnC.

The returns have to pass through mini risk parameters, based on instructions
issued by the Board from time to time and marked as risky or not risky as per
SRS. The AC/DC may decide whether to initiate further course of action like
subjecting the unit to audit or anti evasion process. If as a result of the
scrutiny, any differential duty is to be collected by the department, the
system would assist the officer in the preparation of the show cause notice
through the DSR module.

3.3.1 Developing of software as per SRS document with reference to SSI

As envisaged in SRS document, whenever a Small Scale Industry (SSI)
assessee files ER 3 return, the system records the total value of clearances
and augments this sum when the next returns come in. If during one
financial year, the aggregate of clearances exceeds ` four crore, the assessee
is marked as a non SSI unit effective from the next financial year. From the
commencement of the new financial year, the assessee is reminded that he
has crossed the threshold limit and that he would have to file an ER 1 return.
However, audit observed that this requirement of availing SSI threshold limit
was not available in the module.

Cochin Commissionerate stated there were occasions, on which assessees
filing ER 3 return change to ER 1 return and vice versa depending upon the
previous year’s turn over. They also started that during such switching over,
ACES will not be able to find the return for the previous period as the system
will be searching for the same type of return. The system should search for
the previous return (irrespective of type of return) in case of switch over
from or to SSI of the same assessee.

When we pointed this out (March 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that Assessee wise detailed report and Electronic Warehouse Data requires
to be co related to check the admissibility of exemption of SSI of a particular
assessee.

Audit opines that as the above mentioned details are available in ER 3
returns within ACES, it is possible to fetch all the details in ACES itself and a
switching over from ER 3 to ER 1 or vice versa may be notified and co related
in ACES.
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3.3.2 Designing of Dispute resolution field in ST 3 form

During scrutiny of SRS document relating to filing of ST Return, it was noticed
that a field relating to Dispute Resolution containing information of pending
refund claim, SCNs, Confirmed Demand, cases of arrears etc. was envisaged
in ST 3 return form. However this field was not found in the ST 3 return
forms available in the ACES application as envisaged in SRS document.

When we pointed this out (March 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that ST 3 form is provided as notified by CBEC.

The reply of the Ministry is not accepted since Audit did not suggest to
change the format of ST 3 return. On receipt of ST 3 return details of
pending refund claim, SCNs, confirmed demand etc., may be picked up from
the data available in the ACES as envisaged in SRS document.

Ministry further stated (November 2015) that the details of pending refund
claims, SCNs, confirmed demand, can be generated from MIS, when
developed.

3.3.3 Selection of returns for Review and Correction

As a foolproof system, the return module was required to select only those
returns for RnC wherein some discrepancies/mismatch occurs during
preliminary scrutiny done by the module.

The following table depicts the performance of RET module of CX and ST
returns filed and reviewed during October 2009 to June 2014:

Table No.2

Duty/
Tax

Number of
returns filed in
ACES

Returns marked for R & C Returns marked for RnC and
pending for scrutiny as on 30
June 2014

CX 44,92,327 42,52,888 (94.67 per cent) 11,08,413 (26.06 per cent)

ST 55,04,165 29,56,738 (53.72 per cent) 21,80,164 (73.74 per cent)
Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

It is observed that a large number of returns (95 and 54 per cent) are being
marked for RnC for both for CX and ST. It is also observed that 31,44,475 (CX)
and 7,76,574 (ST) returns were carried out in RnC, thus leaving a pendency of
26 and 74 per cent of returns marked of CX and ST respectively.

The following table depicts the performance of RET module of CX and ST
returns filed and reviewed during October 2009 to June 2014 in the selected
CDRs:
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Table No.3

Duty/
Tax

Number of
returns filed in
ACES

Returns marked for R & C Returns marked for RnC and
pending for scrutiny as on 30
June 2014

CX 16,36,255 15,33,541 (93.72 per cent) 4,53,178 (29.55 per cent)

ST 33,49,015 17,98,351 (53.70 per cent) 13,79,980 (76.74 per cent)

Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

The pendency of huge RnC as shown above may result in time barring of the
cases and consequent loss of revenue.

Audit observed that the system marked returns for RnC even on smallest
errors which can be checked/removed initially by inserting proper/strong
validations. Audit identified the following reasons for huge marking of
returns for RnC:

(i) The closing balance of the previous month should be opening balance
of current month. But in ACES, the option for entering opening
balance is given to assessee. Wrong entries of opening balances in
this account also causes a lot of returns to be marked for RnC.

When we pointed this out (March 2015), the Ministry while agreeing
with the objection stated (October 2015) that the same is being
rectified.

(ii) There is also facility of entering interest liability for the assessee even
though the system has the capacity to compute the interest
automatically on the basis of information available within the system
database. Mismatch on account of interest calculated by system and
entered by the assessee also results in a large number of returns
being marked for RnC.

When we pointed this out (March 2015), the Ministry stated (October
2015) that there is no provision in ACES to calculate all the interest
payable by assessees since interest liability may arise in various
situations such as default in regular duty payments, payment of
arrears based on orders from judicial forums etc.

Audit opines that while interest due to default in payments can be
calculated by ACES, other scenarios of interest can be captured by
linking DSR module.

(iii) During test check of return module, it was noticed that the range
superintendent scrutinised the CX returns marked for RnC
chronologically. The Range Superintendent cannot scrutinise CX
returns further unless AC/DC clears the scrutinised return in their
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system. Consequently, returns for subsequent months are also not
available for scrutiny/review unless the return of previous month is
cleared/scrutinised/reviewed by all the concerned authorities,
resulting in manifold increase in pendency of returns.

When we pointed this out (December 2014), the Ministry stated
(October 2015) that based on the recommendations of Committee on
RnC, it was decided to delink the AC/DC from the RnC work flow and
the same is being taken up for implementation.

However, Audit further suggests that AC/DC may be required to test
check returns reviewed by Superintendent randomly to ensure checks
and balances.

3.4 Provisional Assessment (PRA)

In case self assessment is not possible, the assessee can use the feature in
ACES for a request of Provisional Assessment. Further, the assessee can also
make an extension request for a Provisional Assessment Order through ACES.
Superintendent can also file a Provisional Assessment request on behalf of
the assessee. AC/DC will examine the request to ascertain the necessity of
Provisional Assessment and create a Provisional Assessment order in the PRA
module. He will also specify the bond amount and the security amount. This
Provisional Assessment order has to be finalised within six months. The
assessee files a B 2 Bond in this regard, which is captured by the
Superintendent in ACES and approved by the AC/DC. In case of extension of
the Provisional Assessment, it has to be approved by the Commissioner for
the first time for additional six months and later by the Chief Commissioner
and the approval has to be done through ACES.

3.4.1 Under utilisation of PRA Module

It is observed that only 337 (CX) and 2,450 (ST) all over India and only 129 (CX)
and 1,640 (ST) Provisional assessment requests in selected Commissionerates
were filed by the assessees through ACES since its inception to June 2014.
However, none of the provisional assessments were finalised through PRA
module.

When we pointed this out (May 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that the usage of provisional assessment module depends on requirement of
assessee and the same is need based and optional.

3.4.2 Conclusion

Non utilisation of this module by the assessees indicates that this module is
not user friendly. Further, the requests furnished by the assessees in the
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module were not processed through ACES which also points towards non
acceptability of the module on the departmental user front also.

Thus, there is a need to make filing and processing of Provisional Assessment
in ACES user friendly and make it mandatory for assessees and department.

3.5 Export (EXP)

The process of Exports module is executed by four kinds of assessees dealing
with export of goods i.e., Manufacturer Exporter, Merchant Exporter, Export
Warehouse and Export Oriented Units.

A manufacturer exporter is required to file a declaration through ACES, on
input–output ratio in respect of goods that would be manufactured and
exported with the jurisdictional AC/DC along with ARE 1 and ARE 2 forms. A
Merchant Exporter is required to file CT 1 certificate, Certificate of Ware
Housing (COW) and ARE 1 form with the Superintendent in relation to
exports. An Export Warehouse Exporter is required to file a CT 2 Certificate
and COW with the Superintendent for exports. An EOU is required to file CT
3 certificate, COW and ARE 1 form for exports. Export warehouse, Exporter
and EOU can also file an application of diversion of goods to DTA.

There is no export module made available in the case of export of services.

3.5.1 Utilisation of Export module
The following table depicts the use of export module:

Table No.4

Status Period ARE 1 ARE 2 CT 1 CT 2 CT 3 Certificate of
Warehousing

Total

All India
data

2009 10
to 06/14

4,814 4 104 1 1 1 4,925

Selected
CDRs

2009 10
to 06/14

3,491 0 104 1 1 1 3,598

Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

It is observed that 4,925 and 3,598 different forms were filed by the
assessees all over India and selected Commissionerates respectively since its
inception to June 2014 through ACES. Since the data did not contain the
details of action taken on the above forms, audit is not in a position to
comment on the performance of departmental users.

Detailed scrutiny of the data supplied by the DG (Systems) revealed that in 33
out of 34 selected CX Commissionerates, no user availed EXP module facility
for filling CT I, CT 2, CT 3 and Certificate of Warehousing. ARE 2 form was
not filed through ACES in any of the selected Commissionerates. Similarly, in
only 8 Commissionerates, ARE 1 form was filed. The above data indicates
that this module is used very sparingly.
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When we pointed this out (August 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that the degree of utilisation of EXP module is based on need and willingness
of the assessee.

Audit further suggests that the Ministry may look into the reason for low
utilisation of this module and ensure that the details of export documents are
captured in ACES, which facilitates the department to cross verify issues like
the DTA clearances by the EOUs at a click.

3.5.2 Conclusion

Electronic filing still require submission of physical documents and does not
provide for coordination between various departments. All this make
electronic filing process an additional/optional procedure which could
otherwise be taken care of in the available manual processing. As a result
there is gross underutilisation of EXP module in almost all the
Commissionerates.

Thus there is need to identify and eliminate bottlenecks that dissuade use of
Export module and then make filing and time bound completion of all
activities involved in the processing of export documents though Export
module mandatory.

3.6 Refund (REF)

There is a provision in refund module for assessees to file refund/rebate
claims and it appears in the workflow of the Superintendent who gives his
comments in Scrutiny report. The refund application is forwarded, along with
the scrutiny report to AC/DC for review. After approval, the AC/DC sends
back the same to the Superintendent. On receipt of claim, the
Superintendent creates a Case Portfolio wherever necessary for
refund/rebate claim using DSR module and submits to AC/DC who creates
and approves a Refund order and sends to Superintendent (Audit cell) for
pre audit/post audit as per provisions. Superintendent of the Audit Cell
prepares the audit report on the refund order issued by jurisdictional AC/DC
and submits it to the AC/DC (Audit) who gives his comments on the Audit
Report.
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3.6.1 Utilisation of Refund Module

The following table depicts the performance of refund module:

Table No.5

CX STJurisdiction
Refund
request filed
through
ACES

Refund
request
processed
through
ACES

Refund
request filed
through
ACES

Refund
request
processed
through
ACES

All India data 1,40,922 88,590 15,285 112

Selected CDRs 22,394 10,875 5,530 105

Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).

It is observed that 1,40,922 (CX) and 15,285 (ST) refund requests were filed
by the assessees through ACES since its inception to June 2014. Out of these,
the department processed only 88,590 (62.86 per cent) and 112 (0.73 per
cent) CX and ST refund cases respectively through Refund Module in ACES.

It is also observed that 22,394 (CX) and 10,875 (ST) refund requests were filed
by the assessees through ACES in the selected CDRs since its inception to
June 2014. Out of these, the department processed only 5,530 (24.69 per
cent) and 105 (0.97 per cent) CX and ST refund cases respectively through
Refund Module.

During the same period the department sanctioned refund in 44,683 and
2,566 cases respectively for CX and ST manually in selected
Commissionerates.

A few of the illustrative cases are listed below:

(i) In Kolkata I Commissionerate, no refund application was filed through
ACES by the assessees.

(ii) In selected two divisions of Delhi II (CX) Commissionerate there were
1,033 cases of refund applications processed manually by the department.
However, only three refund applications were received through ACES.

(iii) In 27 Commissionerates, though 13,215 CX and ST refund applications
were filed through the module by the assessee, none of the applications was
processed by the departmental users through refund module.

In response to our query to the selected Commissionerates regarding receipt
and disposal of refund applications through ACES (between September 2014
to March 2015), the Bengaluru I Commissionerate stated (January 2015) that
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all the assessees are presently not filing the refund application in ACES due to
voluminous documents, which the assessees are not able to upload in ACES.

When we pointed this out (May 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that about 1.4 lakh refund claims have been filed in ACES and out of these
0.88 lakh processed in ACES. Ministry is silent on individual cases.

Against 10.5 lakh refund claims requested by the assesses during the review
period, only 1.56 lakh refund claims (i.e. 15 per cent) were received in ACES,
which shows low utilisation of this module. Ministry needs to analyse the
reasons for the same.

3.6.2 Conclusion

Preference of the assessee to claim the refund manually indicates that the
assessees find the online processes cumbersome.

There is a need to make both filling of refund applications by the assessee
and action thereon by the departmental users in ACES mandatory. The
Department may educate assessees about benefits of filing refund claims
through ACES to ensure paperless environment and reduced interface of the
assessees with the departmental officers.

Ministry in its reply stated (October 2015) that the reasons for manual filing
may include lack of awareness among assessees, size of the documents to be
attached (more than two MB) etc. The attachment size can be increased once
DG (Systems) upgrades its infrastructure and increases the capacity.
However, the recommendations of the Audit about educating the assessees
and sorting out any difficulties faced by the users will be considered for
implementation.

3.7 Claims and Intimations

ACES claims and intimations module involves electronic filing of claims,
intimations and permissions by assessees and their processing by the
departmental officers. These can be in the form of applications and
intimations made by the assessee and some claims (Remission of duty,
Cenvat Transfer and SSI exemption) that are filed. This module is available
only for CX and not for ST.

3.7.1 Utilisation of CLI Module

Audit analysed the claims and intimations to be filed through CLI module by
each assessee as envisaged in SRS document.

The assessee is required to intimate serial number of the invoices and
number of invoice books to Jurisdiction superintendent of CX before making
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use of these invoices annually13. It implies that each assessee in business
shall at least file one such intimation annually. Analysis of data of selected
CDRs revealed that as on 31 March 2014, there were 91,921 registered
assessees who were required to file this annual intimation.

Similarly, after registration an assessee is also required to submit list of all the
records prepared or maintained by him for accounting of transactions with
regard to receipt, purchase, manufacture, storage, sales or delivery of the
goods including inputs and capital goods and receipt, procurement or
payment of input services14. It implies that each assessee should at least file
one such intimation after registration. Analysis of data of selected CDRs
revealed that 9,544 new assessees were registered during 2013 14 who were
required to file this one time intimation.

However, we observed that only 35,629 claims and intimations were filed
electronically during 2013 14 against minimal requirement of 1,01,465
annual and one time intimations in the selected CDRs.

Further, the all India data of registration furnished by DG (Systems) revealed
that there are 4.60 lakh CX registered assessees. If a minimum criteria of one
intimation from each assessee every year is adopted, there should be at least
23 lakh CLIs from the assessees during 2009 10 to 2013 14. However, there
were only 2.76 lakh CLIs received in ACES during the period 2009 10 to
2013 14. This indicates that the module was not being utilised to fulfil even
statutory requirements. Further, action taken on the data furnished by
assessees in CLI module by the department has not been made available. So,
the actual utilisation of this module at department level can not be analysed.

3.7.2 Conclusion

Audit noticed that despite being a very simple module, the utilisation of CLI
module by the assessee/departmental users is minimal. This indicates that
the assessees were not adequately persuaded by the department to file
Claims and intimations through ACES resulting in non utilisation of this
module.

13 As per Rule 11 (6) of the Central Excise Rules, 2002 read with Para 3.1 of Chapter 4 of the
Central Board of Excise and Customs Manual of Supplementary Instructions, 2005

14 As per Para 2.1 of Chapter 6 of the Central Board of Excise and Customs Manual of
Supplementary Instructions, 2005
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Recommendation No.4

Electronic filing may be made mandatory for compulsory intimations such as
Invoice Books, Records maintenance and CLI module may be introduced for
ST also so as to ultimately reduce the interface of the assessees with the
departmental officers.

Ministry in its reply stated (October 2015) that the utilisation of CLI module
depends on the assessees and the audit’s suggestion for making e filing of
certain compulsory intimations mandatory will be examined by the Board for
implementation. Extension of CLI module for ST and development of some
modules needing upload of documents may be considered after upgradation
of the current infrastructure.

3.8 Reports (REP)

Report Module is available for both CX and ST departmental user and 16
types of reports can be generated in respect of CX and 8 types of reports can
be generated in respect of ST.

3.8.1 During test check of working of Report module in the selected CDRs,
we observed the following shortcomings:

(i) There is no facility in the module to generate customised report at
field level.

(ii) The formats of the reports called for by the Board were different from
those generated in the ACES. Therefore, some reports generated
through ACES were not useful for further reporting and as such, these
reports were being compiled manually.

(iii) All the information required to be reported in Monthly Technical
Report (MTR) remains available in ACES as all the business is to be
conducted through ACES. But, the users in selected CDRs were
generating MTR reports manually since the prescribed MTR format is
not available in ACES. Also there is no provision to cross verify the
progress being reported through MTR with data of ACES.

(iv) The name of the LTU Commissionerates is not appearing in the
reporting module of ACES.

3.8.2 In Kolkata III Commissionerate, we observed that report on “Revenue
from SSI and Non SSI and other units” for the financial year 2012 13
generated through system has revealed the following:
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Table No.6

Total No. of units 4,605

Total No. of Non SSI units 24,518

Total No of SSI duty paying units 979

Total No. of SSI units availing Exemption 0

Total No. of units paying PLA more than ` one crore 41

Total No. of EOU 20

Total No. of STP units 1

It is clear from the table that total number of Non SSI units 24,518 is a junk
data as it is more than the total number of units (4,605) of the
Commissionerate. Thus, the system is found to have many deficiencies and
validation inadequacies.

When we pointed this out (December 2014), the department stated
(December 2014) that the DG (Systems) was aware of this and a new MIS
report module is under process.

Recommendation No.5

Provision may be inserted in ACES at field level for generation of customised
reports in general and MTR in particular to minimise manual reporting and
the related discrepancies in reports.

Ministry in its reply stated (October 2015) that unless completeness and
correctness of data in all the modules is ensured, the report generated in
ACES will not be complete. The remedy lies in encouraging and convincing
the assessees for using all modules of ACES so that relevant data is captured
in the system. This may also require Business Process re engineering in
certain areas of work after consultation with the trade.

Audit opines that since the ACES is under implementation for more than five
years, there is a need to revisit/update the systems to make all the modules
operational and also generate required MIS from ACES.

3.9 Dispute Settlement Resolution (DSR)

In ACES application Dispute Case File, called as Case Portfolio, contains a brief
of the issue and estimated duty involved, Source Document Number etc. The
case port folio is created before issue of Demand Note, Show Cause Notice
(SCN) etc. Demand Notes are created by the Superintendent. The assessee
may reply to the Demand Note through ACES or manually. In case the
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assessee replies manually to the demand note, the Superintendent has to
capture the replies in ACES. Based on the Demand Note and replies of the
assessee, if any, the Superintendent will create a draft SCN. He can also
create draft SCN without issue of Demand Note. In addition to the above, the
Superintendent can create Recovery request for recovery of dues from the
assessee, write off request in case of any irrecoverable dues, case settlement
report in case of finalisation of a case etc.

The AC/DC can approve the draft SCN. He can create Personal Hearing (PH)
memo, in respect of all PH through ACES. He can also create Order in Original
(OIO) in respect of all cases where OIO has been issued and forward it to the
Review Cell in the Commissionerate. Once OIO is issued, the Review Cell of
the Commissionerate/Chief Commissionerate (CC) may review the order.
Based on the recommendations of the Review Cell, the Commissioner or the
CC will pass a Review Order directing the Adjudication Officer or any other
authorised officer to file an appeal against the OIO.

Aggrieved parties can appeal against an order issued by the department. If
the assessee or a departmental official does not accept the order of the
adjudicating authority, they would file an appeal against the OIO. The EA 2
Appeal would be created by the AC/DC and needs the approval of the
Commissioner. Commissioner (Appeals) would receive the Appeals through
ACES and pass Order in Appeal in it. Before issuing Order in Appeal, he would
conduct a PH in the case. To fix the date and time, he is required to create
PH memos through ACES. For filing an application in CESTAT against an order
by Commissioner (Appeals), Commissioner will create Appeal EA 5 form in
ACES.

3.9.1 Utilisation of DSR module

It was observed that since inception to June 2014 only 10,277 SCNs were
created, 6,161 SCNs were issued and 3,785 Order in original issued all over
India through ACES.

The following table depicts the use of DSR module in the selected
commissionerates:

Table No.7

SCN created SCN issued OIO issued

Central Excise 5,737 4,013 2,938
Service Tax 297 231 96
TOTAL 6,034 4,244 3,034
Source: Figures furnished by DG (Systems).
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Details of SCNs created, SCNs issued and OIOs issued manually was not made
available to Audit. Hence, Audit could not work out the utilisation of DSR
module in terms of overall workload.

It was observed that out of 40 selected Commissionerates, in 12
Commissionerates no SCNs were created, in 16 Commissionerates no SCNs
were issued and in 26 Commissionerates no OIO issued through ACES.

It was observed that utilisation of DSR module by departmental users was
very low. Even in cases where the process involved in DSR is initiated in DSR
module by users, the latter stages were handled manually as is evident from
difference between number of SCN created and SCN issued and SCN created
and OIO issued in ACES.

3.9.2 Conclusion

Despite automation of DSR module, there is still compulsory requirement of
manually signed documents in the absence of digital signatures of
departmental officers. The system also restricts uploading of voluminous
documents.

Audit feels that the design of module needs to be rechecked with inputs from
officers using this Module and bottlenecks may be removed to increase
acceptance.

When we pointed this out (June 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that DG (Systems) has undertaken a study and based on the findings, the
required modification will be carried out when the necessary infrastructure is
put in place and the new vendor takes charge of the ACES project. The usage
can improve when its usage is made mandatory.

3.10 Audit

The Audit Cell is responsible for planning, allocation, coordination,
monitoring and evaluation of audit. Audit Cell also maintains the profile of
each officer assigned to audit wing. In ACES audit module, as soon as an
officer joins the Audit Wing, the Assistant Commissioner (Audit Wing)
(ACAW), has to create a joining report for the officer as well as approve it
duly assigning reporting officer to Audit Cell or Audit Party or Resource Pool.

An Audit Party has to be created by ACAW and it should be approved by Joint
Commissioner (Audit Wing) (JCAW) in ACES.

Audit Plan Register: This module provides for creation of an Audit Plan
Register (APR) and selection of units to be audited in current financial year
from the APR by ACAW. APR can also be rescheduled. The ACAW then
forwards the APR to JCAW.
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Quarterly Schedule can be prepared by ACAW for an approved APR,
allocating units to audit parties with start and end dates of audit and JCAW
will approve the quarterly schedule.

Before the conduct of audit, the auditor who conducts audit has to create an
audit plan and get it approved by JCAW. For creation of Audit Plan, the
details such as Desk Review, Revenue Risk Analysis, Trend Analysis, Financial
and Tax Accounting etc. needs to be filled first. After completion of audit, a
Draft Audit Report (DAR) needs to be created and approved through ACES.

All DARs approved would be reviewed by the Monitoring Committee through
Review DARs. The monitoring committee will then give audit scoring in
respect of the DAR. On completion of audit scoring, a Final Audit Report
would automatically be created.

Functioning of Audit Module

During examination of ACES modules, it was noticed that in certain areas the
modules were simply computerised versions of procedures to exactly imitate
manual systems and were very low on usability quotient. A simple task of
starting audit of an identified unit involves 11 steps and requires filling of 3 to
18 different forms in each of the steps before start of actual work of Audit.

During test check of SRS document of Audit Module and view of working/
functioning of Audit Module at various field formations the following
observations were noticed:

3.10.1 Preparation/maintenance of Auditor’s profile

As per para 3.2.2 of Central Excise Audit Manual, 2008, the Audit Cell should
maintain a profile of each Auditor which should also mention the expertise, if
any, of the officer.

During scrutiny of SRS document of CX and ST relating to Officer Profile
Maintenance (AUD 02 and STX 17), audit noticed that there is a provision for
maintaining/ amending the auditor’s profile by Audit Cell Administrator and
to create profile automatically by the system on the basis of the information
provided in the joining report. Similarly, the officer’s profile can also be
deactivated at the time of officer’s transfer from the audit cell automatically
on the basis of relieving order. However, whether this provision was
designed or not, could not be examined since the audit module was not
functional. Further, during test check of working of audit module at
Commissionerate level, it was noticed that neither the access was provided
to the officer posted in the Audit Cell nor Audit module was found functional
at Commissionerate level offices.
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When we pointed this out (March 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that the SRS of the audit module was prepared under the close supervision of
the officials of DG Audit and after the development of the module the same
was tested by the officials of DG audit and certified to be in conformity with
the SRS. The users in some Commissionerates have also found it to be in
conformity with the EA200015 process and further stated that in each
Commissionerate, the Com. Admn. activates the Users and assigns ACES role
privileges on a need basis.

3.10.2 Utilisation/functional of Audit Module

On enquiry of the utilisation of this module from the selected
Commissionerates, nine 16 Commissionerates, stated (between September
2014 and January 2015) that audit module was not activated/functional. Two
Commissionerates17 stated (between November 2014 and January 2015) that
separate audit Commissionerates were formed with effect from 15 October
2014. Remaining 29 Commissionerates stated (between September 2014
and March 2015) that though the audit module was functional but the same
was not utilised by them due to lack of proper awareness and training.

When we pointed this out (May 2015), the Ministry stated (October 2015)
that awareness and training of Audit Commissionerates and audit cell officers
on the new functionality has been conducted at Delhi. The detailed audit
process has been circulated to all Commissionerates. The DGS Chennai unit
has performed handholding to many Audit Commissionerates through concall
/ service desk.

Despite Ministry’s claim that audit module is functional, duly certified by the
DG (Audit) and the training was imparted to the staff, the selected 40
Commissionerates stated that either the audit module was not
active/functional or the same was not utilised by them due to lack of proper
awareness and training.

3.10.3 Conclusion

Audit analysis indicates that non utilisation of this module can be attributed
to design elements which try to emulate complete manual procedures in the
electronic form.

15 Excise Audit (EA) 2000 is the audit based on the scrutiny of business records of the
assessee.

16 Ahmedabad II, Ahmedabad (ST), Bolpur, Delhi II (CX), Delhi (LTU), Guwahati, Jaipur I,
Kolkata I (ST) and Surat II

17 Delhi II (ST) and Vadadora II
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The Department may consider structural redesign of module by providing for
automatic import of information from other modules, (e.g. information on
assessees) which will help the audit party to prepare desk review online,
making it simple and user friendly.

3.11 General conclusion on modules

Audit opines that only three modules viz. ACL, Registration and Returns
modules are being used to a certain extent.

Recommendation No.6

In view of completion of more than five years of implementation of ACES and
a very low/partial utilisation of PRA, EXP, REF, CLI, DSR and AUD modules by
department/assessees, the Department may review the usage of all modules,
and take action to identify and remove bottlenecks to make the system user
friendly and result oriented.

Ministry in its reply stated (October 2015) that as regards usage of the
modules, since the usage of many modules have not been made mandatory
by Board, there has not been full usage of these modules. After necessary
modifications are carried out in the modules, and necessary infrastructure is
in place, the usage of the modules will have to be made mandatory by Board,
so that the system can function effectively and efficiently.


